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roost will lead to prosecution, though sensitive climbing on the face of Ivy Buttress is
accepted.

SITUATION AND ACCESS:
All the climbing described in this guide is within the Ham Hill Country Park. Ham
Hill itself is approximately six miles west of Yeovil, overlooking the village of
Stoke sub Hamdon and can be approached by turning south off the Stoke sub
Hamdon to Montacute road in the centre of the village and following the signposts.
Alternatively it is possible to take a narrow road leading from the A30 just outside
Yeovil, via the village of Odcombe. There are numerous convenient parking spaces.
Ham Hill Country Park is a 400 acre, open access countryside site, managed by the
on site South Somerset District Council Ranger Team. The site is managed with the
twin aims of providing high quality recreational greenspace and ensuring the
protection of the ecology, geology and archaeology found on site.
All the quarrying exposures used by climbers fall within the boundary of the 200 acre
Scheduled Ancient Monument. This designation protects the heritage land surface of
the Iron Age hill fort and also the earthworks of other later occupations. Use of metal
detectors is strictly prohibited under law, as is digging or excavations of any
sort. Action will be taken against any party found to be defacing the S.A.M.
In addition to the S.A.M. Deep Quarry is designated a Geological Site of Special
Scientific Interest (S.S.S.I.) and the smaller exposures out near the stone circle are
Regionally Important Geological Sites (R.I.G.S.). Both these designations exist to
protect the unique exposures of Hamstone, to allow for geological study and access
by educational groups. All bolting or permanent alterations to the rock faces are
strictly prohibited and action will be taken against anyone found defacing the rock.
All climbers should be aware that the Country Park at Ham Hill is a busy site and at
all venues you are likely to meet walkers or other recreational users. No one group
has priority over any others, so please anticipate and give way to other visiting parties
if necessary.

So long as all climbers accept and appreciate the protected nature of all the climbing
faces at Ham Hill, then there is no reason why access should cease. However SSDC
will take action should un-acceptable disturbance occur to the geology, archaeology
or ecology of the area.
If you have any questions about management of the site at Ham Hill, or would simply
like to know more about the Country Park please contact us the details below.
The Ranger’s Office, Ham Hill Country Park, Stoke sub Hamdon, Somerset. TA14
6RW.
01935 823617
hamhill@southsomerset.gov.uk
www.visitsouthsomerset.com/hamhill
www.southsomerset.gov.uk
There are several pubs locally whose acceptability varies as often as their landlords.
The Prince of Wales pub, centrally placed has traditionally provided climbers with
food and beverage or the nearby alternatives such as the Lord Nelson in Norton-subHamdon or the Fleur-de-Lys in Stokesub Hamdon may be tried.
Before using this guide please be aware of the BMC participation statement on risk
and responsibility:
Rock-climbing, hill walking and mountaineering are activities with a danger of
personal injury or death. Participants in these activities should be aware of and
accept these risks and be responsible for their own actions and involvement.

AREAS SUMMARY
The Area to the North:

The Country Park offers significant amounts of valuable wildlife habitats; Deep
Quarry is no exception to this. The ranger team manage the area as woodland and no
clearance should be undertaken without prior discussion with the team. The area is
habitat for many species, including protected badgers and reptiles. Most pertinently
bats roost in the large crack on Ivy Buttress. Climbing at dusk can be a fantastic
experience as the bats take flight for the evening. Bats and their roosts are legally
protected under the 1981 Wildlife and Countryside Act, so any disturbance to this
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To the north of the pub are the main earthworks of the iron-age hill-fort. Within
these are extensive shallow quarry workings and a (modern) stone circle. A low
weathered face on the eastern side of these gives some interesting traversing.
Further details are given m the section on the climbs.
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Immediately South of the Pub:
Other old quarried faces give some boulder problems.

Only British numeric technical grades (except for the easiest lines) are used in this
guide. These give no indication of the seriousness of leading a climb. Routes which
may have changed or with suspect grades are marked with the familiar dagger †.
Better routes have a star.

Deep Quarry: (grid ref. ST 480166):
This is the main area of interest for climbing and is located to the south. Access is
via a sunken track from the northwest. Being surrounded by trees and below the
level of the road its existence is not immediately apparent to the casual visitor.
However, since being made a feature on one of the official trails around Ham Hill
the entrance is nowadays much more obvious and displays a sign warning of steep
quarry faces. Once upon a time it was possible to confuse it with a smaller adjacent
quarry on the north side. This has now been wired off for safety reasons and
confusion should no longer be possible.

Other Areas:
There are other quarries located to the south east, across the road from Deep Quarry.
These are all heavily overgrown and should be left as havens for wildlife. An old
lime kiln in this area is worth a visit if you have an interest in our industrial past.

General Location Map

On entering the quarry the first clean buttress visible high on the left is ‘Cave
Buttress’, then ‘Overhang Buttress’. To the right and above the lowest point in the
quarry is the smooth face of ‘Main Wall’, divided from Overhang Buttress by a deep
chimney and bounded at its right hand end by ‘Ivy Buttress’ (no longer worthy of its
name!). To the right of the arête of Ivy Buttress is ‘Impending Wall’. At the far right
end of the quarry is the rather mossy, secluded ‘Back Wall’ useful for traversing.
Both Overhang Buttress and Main Wall have a narrow top ridge which drops down
on the other side to the adjacent northern quarry, The top of Overhang Buttress is
reached by a rock step and short scramble up its left hand flank onto the ridge.
Negotiating this ridge requires considerable care. A leap across a 3ft gap the top of
the chimney gains the top of Main Wall. From here a path leads he top of Ivy
Buttress and Impending Wall.
Belays can generally be arranged on substantial trees set back at the top of the faces
for which a spare rope for use as an anchor line is essential. There is an almost
certain risk of rockfall from above Ivy Buttress while setting a top belay and
extreme care should be exercised by all users of the quarry at such a time. Even
during climbing, belayers should stand well back; this situation alone recommends
the use of helmets. It is recommended that belayers should tie onto some form of
anchor, otherwise being dragged into the stinging nettles is a distinct possibility. A
strategically placed boulder on the quarry floor is useful for this purpose and can be
used for all routes on Main Wall, Ivy Wall and most of Impending Wall. For other
areas twigs and small trees have to suffice
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Deep Quarry
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GEOLOGY AND CHARACTER
CLIMBING HISTORY
The rock hereabouts is Ham Hill Stone, a shelly limestone of the Upper Lias period.
It ranges in thickness from 0 to 17 metres, and is contained within the Yeovil Sands,
thus accounting for the sandy character of the rock.
The quarried exposures have a clean and firm appearance, but the rock is rather
soft by climber's standards and consists of bands of good rock interspersed with thin
layers of friable material. Small ledges and thin vertical cracks are numerous but
friction is less than might be expected due to the persistent sand or dust on the holds.
These features combined with the steep and sometimes overhanging rock make the
quarries an excellent training-ground for climbing. Attractive lines have been found
including test pieces at a variety of standards. ‘Harrison’ style ethics have been
adopted, i.e. the prevalence of top-roping or soloing. This has evolved and is
maintained by local climbers because the friable nature of the rock does not lend
itself to leading, Conventional protection devices would badly damage the hamstone
would probably fail in the event of a fall. Similarly visitors are requested not to
'improve' holds by at chipping or abrading.
Although several routes have been led or even soloed in to traditional fashion, the
majority of routes have been climbed only with a top-rope. This is considered
acceptable in the local to conditions of soft, sometimes unreliable rock especially
with the hazardous exit slopes surmounting some of the faces (those seeking glory
may disagree but it should be noted that Ham Hill has been declared as a ‘bolt-free
area’ by the locals!). A recent attempt to improve the nature of some of the climbs
has been firmly rebuffed by the local rangers. Be aware that any attempt to damage
the rock or fix permanent protection may lead fairly promptly to a loss of access.
Where substantial cracks or old drill holes exist a degree of protection could be
obtained for leading but any local climber familiar with this rock would strongly
advise against such activity. This advice would be given not only for preservation of
life and limb but also to preserve the rock itself for other climbers to enjoy!
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Local climbers have used the quarries for at least twenty-five years. The main
quarry was originally heavily overgrown with small bushes and a wealth of ivy and
climbing was restricted to parts of the Main Wall and Overhang Buttress. At some
point in time clearance of bushes and trees was undertaken by the Local Authority,
possibly at the same time as the 'Country Park' designation of the area.
In the Spring of 1985 an extensive clean-up of Ivy Buttress and Impending Wall by
members of the then Westland Mountaineering Club revealed new possibilities in
the quarry. This resulted in a number of fine new lines and provided the inspiration
for the first edition of this guidebook. Determined efforts on Overhang Buttress
from autumn 1984 onwards also resulted in some new lines. Details of first ascents
are not given in this guide. For the older lines we have no records and usually, for
reasons previously given, first ascents have only been made with the benefit of toprope or jumar protection.
The rock here is more susceptible than usual to the wear-and-tear factor. Experience
shows that holds may change rapidly for better, or for worse. It is this factor
together with the development of a number of new variations on old themes, which
has prompted this revision to the original Ham Hill Climber's Guidebook. On the
Main Face and Ivy Buttress many variations are possible but lack overall distinct
lines. The area to the right of Stairway is starting to be developed, with the promise
of sustained and technical climbing.
The susceptibility to wear and tear should be borne in mind when following the
route descriptions in this guide. Much depends on the amount of traffic which the
rock faces receive in the future. If interest wanes (which seems unlikely at the
moment) visitors could once again face cascades of ivy and brambles!
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THE CLIMBS

Overhang Buttress

DEEP QUARRY

This is the first conspicuous face rising above a slope on the left as one enters the
quarry and to the right of cave buttress. It is comprised of a yellow sandy rock in
the lower part capped by a band of harder weathered rock which overhangs
increasingly towards the right. A trianguler groove left of the main overhang is the
most obvious weakness in the upper section. This was the site of a large detached
flake until May 1985, and by the looks of it the rest of the upper right hand of the
crack will follow it in the fullness of time. This buttress is packed with routes.

Cave Buttress
This small buttress is high on the left as the undergrowth thins out on the left as you
enter the quarry. The cave is used by local children, and the rock by climbers as a
bouldering area.

The routes are mostly fiercer than common elsewhere in the quarry, and more
exposed than their lengths would suggest. The top is reasonably clear of rubble.A
spare rope can be used to belay on trees on the reverse side.
Quirk, 5m 5b
†
Start on the far left of the buttress beneath a small oak tree. Step up on to a flake and
pull over the bulge to the horizontal break. Continue direct on small holds to finish
right of the tree.

Information Pending

Crackers, 7m 5c
†
A good problem but suffers from dubious rock. Start at the left hand end of the
terrace next to a rock step. Climb the friable wall via finger cracks to an overhang at
15ft. Or less precariously, start from the top of the rock step, moving across to reach
the same point (5b). Pull over the overhang to the shallow horizontal break and
continue with difficulty left up the jutting headwall. Finish on good holds.
Headcase, 7m 5c
*
Sustained, but escapable. Make a hard pull onto the undercut wall on small positive
holds and reach the shelf with difficulty. Continue to the break and make a savage
pull onto the headwall..
Original Route, 9m 5b
Start as on the previous route but trend right to a thin flake crack. Make an awkward
move up the crack to gain the horizontal break. Move into the niche, bridging to
finish.
Rusty Nail, 8m 5b
†
*
So called from a 6 inch nail hammered into the rock on the crux (it’s not much
help!) Start several feet right of Original Route at a shallow overhung groove. Climb
straight up to the thin flake crack, sustained. Finish up the niche.
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Perversion, 9m 5c
†
Start up Rusty Nail then step right to a finger hole and pocket in the bulging wall.
Pull up to ledges, and continue direct with a hard move to gain the main horizontal
break right of the thin flake crack. Finish up the undercut right hand rib of the niche
on good holds.

Overhang Buttress

The Grunt, 9m 5b+
†
*
Start by an undercut ledge where the ground, right, falls away sharply. Either climb
directly onto the ledge or, alternatively traverse right below it then up on finger
ledges to gain a shallow crack left. Carry on over a small overhang to the next
horizontal break and over it using a thin line of weakness on the right.
The Nose Traverse, 14m 4c
*
Finds the easiest line up the overhanging right hand section of the buttress in an
impressive situation.. Start as the previous route and traverse right at the first
overhang to the nose of the buttress and finish steeply on good holds
Right Edge, 14m 4c
Scramble up leftwards from the lowest point of the buttress until it is possible to
move onto the wall left of the overhang. Trend up to the right to the breaks in the
upper overhangs to the top.
The Dream machine, 14m 6a- †
This climbs directly from the lowest and most undercut part of the buttress to the
roof. Surmount a ledge on big rounded holds below the roof. Two finger holds allow
the bigger holds on the roof to be reached (crux). Use these to get above the roof,
then traverse left and prepare to surmount another roof just right of The Grunt. Good
holds on friable rock make this an excellent climb with good if improbable
positions.
The Nose Direct, 12m 5c+
*
Start inside the break/cleft separating The Buttress and Main Wall. Traverse out
under the roof on horrific rock to find a side pull. Use this to reach a hold 4ft right
of the arête. Make a wild swing directly onto the nose then easily to the top. Harder
variations approach the overhang more directly from below.
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Quirk, 5b
Perversion, 5c
Crackers, 5c
The Grunt, 5b+
Headcase, 5cNose Traverse, 4c
Original Route, 5b
Right Edge, 5a
Rusty Nail, 5c
Dream Machine, 6aNose Direct, 5c+
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Main Wall
From its base this imposing face reaches a height of 65ft, reduced at either side by
encroaching slopes of quarry rubble. Apart from a friable band at mid-height the
rock is generally good. Grass covered slopes above the face, higher on the right,
require care when finishing. The main lines are given below, but all sorts of
variations have been made. It’s doubtful if there’s a hold anywhere on the wall that
has not been used!

Main Wall

The Chimney, 14m VD
The through chimney right of Overhang Buttress. Exit right at the top
Left Edge, 40ft 5a
The amount of good climbing is short. From a ledge at the bottom right of the
chimney follow the arête keeping to the face.
Digit Dexterity, 15m 5b
*
An apparently hold-less line roughly 6ft from the left edge of Main Wall. Strong
fingers and long arms are an advantage for the first and upper blank sections. Start
just left of the line of ‘Left Wall’. Move up left on small holds then straight up to the
horizontal break. The blank wall near the top has a pocket high up.
Left Wall, 17m 5a
An obvious line with good holds. Near the bottom left hand comer of the face is an
obvious broken crack. Go more or less straight up
Wobbly Block Lost, 17m 5b
This line goes straight up the middle of the Main Wall. Start just right of ‘Left
Wall’. Reach up from good holds to a very short crack and then awkwardly up to a
recess (from where the original 'wobbly block' was lost!) Pass this with vigour to
gain better holds. Holds in the cracks of ‘Left Wall’ are forbidden territory.
Traditional Climb 18m 4c
*
A demanding but popular route taking the face slightly right of centre. Climb the
distinct broken crack until a long step right can be made. Make a long reach up to
the right, pull into the hosizontal break, then trend back left to the top.
The Reach, 18m 5a
*
Climb Traditional Climb until the step right but go….errr…..straight up!
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Chimney, VD
Traditional Climb, 4c
Left Edge, 5a
The Reach, 5a
Digit Dexterity, 5b
Shortie, 5a
Left Wall, 5a
Not the Corner, 5a
Wobbly Block Lost, 5b
The Corner, 4b
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A further common variation branches left from point where Traditional Climb steps
right, joining either Wobbly Block Lost or Left Wall.

Ivy Buttress

Shortie, 15m 5a
Less distinctive than its companion routes. Start near the top of the right-hand
rubble slope. Difficult low down. Exit left or right.
Not the Corner, 14m 4c
Climb the wall 6ft left of the corner. More entertaining if you mantelshelf and reach
high to cross the recessed break at half height without touching any rock within it.
The Corner, 14m 4b
Enjoyable despite its lack of a suitable finish. Follow the comer directly, mainly
bridging, with awkward moves in gaining and leaving a shallow scoop in the
middle.

1
Ivy Buttress

2

3

4

Extends at right angles to Main Wall, separated from it by a conspicuous slanting
cleft (Ivy Chimney). It gives good climbing of an open and distinctive character.
Until the early part of 1985 the Buttress was covered in ivy; consequently the rock is
still marginally less soundly weathered than elsewhere in the quarry. Friable bands
of rock exist but in the main they are limited and may readily be avoided. Numerous
small cracks and ledges give reliable holds. A rope placed to the left of the arete can
be used to protect all routes except The Chimney. Eliminates exist between all the
climbs.
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Ivy Chimney
The chimney is a home to bats, as mentioned on page 3, so although once
considered worth climbing it is now out of bounds in its upper section. Do not
climb the chimney beyond the first ledge. It wasn’t really that good anyway!
Innonimate Crack, 15m 5aThe thin crack which zigzags up the wall right of the chimney. Climb the outside of
the chimney (those bats again) for 15ft to the cave then step right into the crack.
Continue to the top.

Several variations
(1) Chimney; No Climbing
(3) Via Media,5b
(2) Innominate Crack, 5a(4) The Arete 5a
(5) Chipped Wall, 6a
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Via Media, 15m 5b
*
Takes the system of small cracks in the centre of the wall. Start up the arête and
after the swing left at 10ft step further left onto the face to gain the bottom of the
cracks. Alternatively, and harder, start left of the arete, or harder still, on Chipped
Wall.

Impending Wall

The Arête, 18m 5a
*
The impressive, impending right hand arête of the Buttress. Start to the right of the
arete and swing left at 10ft. Climb just left of the edge to the top.
Chipped Wall, 18m 6a
A taxing boulder problem. Climb the lower wall between Ivy Chimney and The
Arête to the thin ledge at about 3m without resorting to holds on the arête.
Finish up ViaMedia for the full tick.

Impending Wall
The right wall of Ivy Buttress, gently overhanging, its base partly overshadowed by
trees. An obvious feature is a ‘stairway’ of ledges rising leftwards across the bottom
t of the wall stopping short of the arête about 15ft from the ground. Above this point
is a thin crack which peters out below the top ledges. The right hand section of the
wall is marred by an oily seepage (actually fungal growth).
Right Arete, 17m 5a+
Climb the right (overhanging) side of the arête using as few holds as possible on Ivy
Buttress. Thin edges and smears lead to larger holds for the last 10 ft.
Gaza Strip, 17m 5b
*
An improbable but distinct line up the face next to the arête, giving forceful
climbing in a good position. About 15ft up the bulging lower wall is a short pod
shaped crack. Approach this either from the left or the right, and then straight up.
Early Riser, 17m 5b
*
A compelling direct start to the Stairway. Start 8ft right of the arête and follow
finger cracks up the steepening wall. Gain the ledge right with a baffling, strenuous
pull. Finish up Stairway.

Right Arete, 5a+

Leap of Faith 1
6a
Gaza Strip, 5b
Stairway, 5a+
Leap of Faith 2, 6b
Early Riser, 5b
Too Hard for Matt, 6a+
Stairway Superdirect, 5c+
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Stairway Superdirect, 5C+
†
An even harder start to the Stairway. Climb a short crack right of Early Riser for
10ft. Using 2 very awkward undercuts step up and reach two incredibly small holds.
Finish up the stairway.
Leap of Faith 1, 6a
Climb up from halfway along the stairway traverse.
The Stairway, 20m 5a+
Start centrally and follow the ledges of the stairway with increasing difficulty until
the vertical crack line is gained. Climb this to a step left at the top

Many other lines are possible on the wall to the right of the corner but they lack
distinction.

The Traverse, 20m
Various lines may be followed according to preference. Difficulties of 4c/5a can be
found whilst the far right section gives some thin, entertaining moves (6b).
Far Right Chimney 9m HVD
Has been ascended but more -gardening would be desirable.

Leap of Faith 2, 17m 6b
*
Climbs the bulging wall above the start of The Stairway. From the large
ledge, good holds lead to the bulge; a dynamic move from a sidepull then
allows believers to gain a flat hold above and easier ground to the top.

Back Wall

Too Hard for Matt, 6a+
†
Start just right of Leap of Faith. A long move rightwards move at around
5metres allows a good hold to be reached. Steep pulls on positive holds
then lead up the hanging arete. Beware loose rock at 3/4 height on the
right.

The Back Wall
The wall at the far end of the quarry, its upper reaches disappearing into vegetation.
Due to its shaded Position remains lichenous after damp weather, its main use has
been for traversing but vertical lines at the left end are worthwhile though setting the
rope is problematic.
Green Wall, 12m 4b-6a
The wall left of the obvious corner groove. Not easy for the vertically challenged.
The Groove, 12m 4b
The obvious corner separating the main section from a greasy bay at the far left. The
lower half gives interesting climbing.
Right Wall, 12m 4b
Climb vertically just right of arete bounding the corner.

Right Wall, 4b
The Groove, 4b

Far Right Chimney, HVD
The Traverse

Green Wall, 4b-6a
19
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Other Low Level Traverses
Various low-level traverses are possible in this vicinity, all of which have been
soloed.
a) From the niche on the crux of Traditional Climb (15ft up) finger traverse across
the wall right to safety (5b).
b) Another exit right can be made at a level higher. This leads all the way into the
corner (4c)
c) Halfway up the irregular crack of Left Wall an exit left to the foot of the Chimney
can be made on small positive holds
d) The 20ft wall on the opposite side of the Corner (beneath Ivy Chimney) has a
traverse line near the top (5b-).
(The vertical ascent of this wall is also a thin problem (5c).)

Stone Circle & Traverse Walls

OTHER AREAS
Towards the north end of the Hill the Iron Age ramparts become most distinct. The
area from just south of the Prince of Wales pub and bordered to the west, north and
south by the ramparts is a mix of mounds, grassland, and minor quarrying. The
whole expanse is a very popular recreation area for families. Climbing and
bouldering in this area are tolerated providing they are done with discretion.
Bouldering on Sunday afternoon is not advisable lest a copycat youngster gets stuck
on top of something, but on a quiet midweek evening should be acceptable.

NOTES

Immediately south of the Prince of Wales pub:
Various short quarried outcrops give scope for limited bouldering.

Traverse walls at the north:
Midway between the pub and the war memorial at the northern end of the hill, on
the right hand side of the track about 250m north from the pub is a quarried edge.
These west facing walls carrying little drainage are reminiscent of limestone
outcrops. The first 10ft is compact, well weathered and gives the best traversing
with fingery moves from 5a to 5c if desired. The total length of the walls is now
over 100ft due to quarrying of the left hand end. Some vertical lives are feasible,
solo, for the brave. Just west of this on a flat meadow is a modern stone circle
offering several boulder problems if you ignore the ‘No Climbing’ signs.
The war memorial at the northern tip of the hill is a fine viewpoint.
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